Energo-medical Expert Opinion on RHO RODS
(Summary of a blind study with 20 subjects and 3 test series)

The action of the RHO RODS was investigated in a study with 20 subjects of different genders and ages
using three different diagnostic methods (meridian diagnostic, segmental diagnostic and heart rate
variability). The tests examined the response of the subjects to
a) mobile telephone radiation (electrosmog) with and without RHO RODS
b) natural radioactivity (two blocks of pitchblende [alpha waves])
with and without RHO RODS (see over for results)

The tests were conducted at the Holistic Center in Prien, Germany, and the Integrated Medicine practice
in Herisau, Switzerland, as a single-blind study.

With regard to the response of the subjects to mobile telephone radiation we can make the
following statements:
• The investigated RHO ROD, developed by the
firm FOSTAC, effected an improvement in the
energo-medical criteria of energy and information, which are significantly degraded by the
electrosmog of mobile telephones. In statistical terms, the results are significant to highly
significant. The criteria of vegetative balance
and stress tolerance were influenced in the
sense of neutralisation.

Criteria in %

without
RHO ROD

with
RHO ROD

Vital energy

- 9,8

+ 14,5

Harmony

- 21,2

+ 17,3

Organ function

- 6,9

+ 4,1

Connective tissue density

- 4,8

+ 3,3

Tension/relaxation radio

- 3,1

+ 5,5

Stress index

- 62,0

+ 87,0

Summary of average values related to mobile telephone
radiation (all three methods, with two parameters each)

• Telephone conversations conducted with a
mobile telephone without RHO RODS reduced organ functions and caused an increase in the viscosity of the active connective tissue or the matrix. With the RHO RODS (held in the user’s hands)
these biological effects were not only neutralised; they were converted into positive effects.
• This means that positive bio-energo-informational effects can be attributed to the RHO ROD It is
suitable for neutralising or reharmonising the disharmony in the human body caused by electrosmog and mobile telephone radiation.

With regard to the response of the subjects to low doses of natural radioactivity, we can make the
following statements:
• The RHO ROD is able to harmonise natural
radioactivity at low dose levels, in this case
with regard to the stimulating and stressful
effects of pitchblende on the organism.
It can also positively influence radon and
radium with regard to their exogenic1) effects
(without incorporation2)
.

without
RHO STAB

with
RHO STAB

Vital energy

+ 3,4

- 2,1

Harmony

+ 4,9

- 3,0

Organ function

+ 1,8

+ 0,7

Connective tissue density

+ 3,7

- 2,3

Tension/relaxation ratio

+ 2,0

- 0,3

Stress index

+ 42,0

- 13,0

Criteria in %

Summary of average values related to natural radioactive radiation (all three methods, with two parameters each)

Explanatory remark on this table:
As the waves/particles of radionuclides (such as uranium, radon and radium) have higher energy or
frequency than the human body made from carbon and hydrogen (resulting in a considerable increase
in the risk factor in case of incorporation2), contact of the human body with this sort of radiation leads to
regulatory system responses in the form of a stress state that stimulates the organism (acute stress).
The body starts fighting against this disharmonising vibration. A persistent state of stress is harmful to
health and leads to exhaustion. Consequently, the RHO RODS apparently counter the «biological effects» of radioactivity, which means that the effects of radioactivity on the human body are «absorbed»
at the energy level. The unnatural excited state is returned to normal.
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1)

In medical terminology, exogenic causes of diseases are, roughly speaking, disease vectors or substances that penetrate the organism
from outside.

2)

In the medical sense, incorporation is the intake of substances, in particular toxic or radioactive substances, into the body. This can occur
through the respiratory tract (inhalation of gas or suspended matter) or through the skin (wounds, mucous membrane, etc.).

